Feedhorn-Coupled TES Polarimeter Camera Modules at 150 GHz for CMB Polarization Measurements with SPTpol
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The SPTpol camera is a dichroic polarimetric receiver at 90 and 150 GHz. Deployed in January 2012 on the South Pole Telescope (SPT), SPTpol is looking for faint polarization signals in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). The camera consists of 180 individual Transition Edge Sensor (TES) polarimeters at 90 GHz and seven 84-polarimeter camera modules (a total of 588 polarimeters) at 150 GHz. We present the design, dark characterization, and in-lab optical properties of the 150 GHz camera modules. The modules consist of photolithographed arrays of TES polarimeters coupled to silicon platelet arrays of corrugated feedhorns, both of which are fabricated at NIST-Boulder. In addition to mounting hardware and RF shielding, each module also contains a set of passive readout electronics for digital frequency-domain multiplexing. A single module, therefore, is fully functional as a miniature focal plane and can be tested independently. Across the modules tested before deployment, the detectors average a critical temperature of 478 mK, normal resistance $R_N$ of 1.2 Ω, unloaded saturation power of 22.5 pW, (detector-only) optical efficiency of $\sim 90\%$, and have electrothermal time constants $< 1$ ms in transition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Temperature anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) have been measured with high precision from large angular scales\textsuperscript{1,2} down to scales of a few arcminutes\textsuperscript{3–5} and ongoing experiments continue to push to higher sensitivities. Measurements of these temperature fluctuations have yielded constraints on bulk properties of the Universe, including its curvature, the matter-energy content, and the spectral distribution of initial matter fluctuations. The CMB is also weakly polarized, and studying polarization anisotropies can tighten constraints placed on cosmological parameters. E-mode polarization, divergence-like patterns, was first observed by the DASI experiment in 2002,\textsuperscript{6} and since by several other experiments.\textsuperscript{1,2,7–10} B-mode polarization, curl-like patterns, has yet to be detected.

The measured E-mode power spectrum is two orders of magnitude fainter than the temperature anisotropy power spectrum, and the B-mode spectrum is predicted to be fainter by another two orders of magnitude. With background-limited detectors, ground-based and balloon-borne experiments have moved to ever larger focal planes while simultaneously gaining tighter control on systematics to achieve the requisite sensitivities to detect CMB polarization. The SPTpol camera, a dichroic polarimetric receiver measuring the CMB in bands centered at 90 and 150 GHz, recently deployed at the South Pole. With 1536 transition edge sensor (TES) detectors, (768 polarization-sensitive pixels), SPTpol will detect polarization anisotropies down to $\sim 10^{-2}\mu K^2$ after the full survey depth is achieved.\textsuperscript{11} This sensitivity will yield constraints on the sum of the neutrino masses $\Sigma m_\nu$ and the energy scale of inflation through the tensor to scalar fluctuation ratio $r$.\textsuperscript{12}

In this paper we discuss the design and detector properties of the 150 GHz portion of the SPTpol focal plane, which has been split into seven 84-pixel modules. Each module is an independent camera including coupling feedhorns, radio frequency (RF) shielding, and passive readout electronics. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the module design in detail. Notable features of both individual hardware elements and the modules as a whole are discussed. Section 3 provides a summary of detector dark properties, including critical temperatures, normal resistances, and saturation powers. Section 4 reviews the lab-measured optical properties of the modules, namely detector optical efficiencies and electrothermal time constants, as well as early optical results for silicon platelet corrugated feedhorn arrays developed at NIST-Boulder. Finally we summarize the design and module properties in Section 5.
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2. MODULE DESIGN

A large focal plane poses significant challenges for fabrication, assembly, and testing. To mitigate these issues, portions of SPTpol were designed with a modular format. While the 90 GHz band of SPTpol is comprised of 180 polarization-sensitive pixels (360 detectors fabricated at Argonne National Labs) individually packaged with corresponding light-coupling feedhorns, the 150 GHz portion of the focal plane is split into seven identical modules, each containing 2.3 inch wide monolithic feedhorn and detector arrays fabricated at NIST in Boulder, CO. Figure 1 shows a front-side view of the SPTpol focal plane where the 150 GHz modules and 90 GHz pixel assemblies are clearly distinguishable. Modularity has several benefits. First, maintaining detector uniformity is easier when fabricating across smaller wafers. Second, a modular design makes possible testing whole units of the focal plane without requiring the full experiment apparatus. This greatly increases testing throughput and accelerates feedback into the design process. Finally, the modular units are simple to install into and remove from the SPTpol focal plane, which makes in-field modifications more tractable and timely. In the following subsections we describe in detail distinguishing characteristics of the module components.

Figure 1. The SPTpol focal plane. Seven 84-pixel modules of 150 GHz detectors sit at the center of the camera, while 180 individually packaged 90 GHz pixels surround the modules, for a total of 768 polarization-sensitive pixels (1536 detectors). The focal plane is ~ 225 mm in diameter.

2.1 Corrugated Silicon Platelet Feedhorn Array

When coupling free space to detectors, corrugated feedhorns exhibit several appealing characteristics, namely high transmission efficiency, low cross-polarization and sidelobes, highly symmetric beam shapes, and wide bandwidths. Since measuring CMB polarization anisotropies requires tight control of systematics, many past experiments with relatively few pixels used individual corrugated feedhorns. Modern experiments contain many hundreds of tightly packed pixels, however, and the production of a corresponding monolithic feedhorn array with standard electroforming techniques would be prohibitively difficult and expensive. Instead, the SPTpol 150 GHz modules contain monolithic arrays of corrugated feedhorns built up from 33 silicon platelets, each 500 µm thick, which have been stacked and gold-plated. The arrays were developed and fabricated at NIST-Boulder. In addition to the attractive properties that corrugated feedhorns exhibit, these silicon platelet arrays are coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) matched to the detector arrays (also fabricated on silicon wafers), have lower thermal mass compared to conventional aluminum feedhorns, and maintain high thermal conductivity despite being silicon in bulk due to the gold-plating.

Each of the seven SPTpol feedhorn arrays are 2.3 inches wide and 16.5 mm tall, contain 84 single-moded corrugated feedhorns with 4.26 mm apertures, and are optimized for a bandpass centered at 145 GHz. The feedhorns taper off to a section of 1.22 mm wide square waveguide, which is used to define the lower edge of the bandpass, and ends with a single 1.6 mm diameter circular waveguide platelet. The left of Figure 2 is a picture...
Figure 2. (Left) One of seven 150 GHz corrugated silicon platelet feedhorn arrays in the SPTpol focal plane. The array is 2.3 inches wide and contains 84 feedhorns with 4.26 mm apertures. (Right) Cross-sectional view of the feedhorn profiles showing the corrugations and waveguides.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of a single pixel as well as one SPTpol detector array. Power is coupled to a released orthomode transducer (OMT), which splits the light into two orthogonal polarization states. The coupled power then travels down a coplanar waveguide (CPW) to microstrip transition, then through microstrip, and is eventually deposited on two transition edge sensor (TES) islands by a length of lossy gold meander. The TES devices themselves are made of an aluminum manganese alloy. TES devices operating in the middle of their superconducting transitions are extremely sensitive to small changes in incoming optical power. We use a digital frequency-domain multiplexing readout system developed at McGill University to measure the change in detector temperature and therefore optical signal from the sky. Superconducting microstrip carries the signal from the TES out from each pixel and to the array edges where four banks of 90 wire bonding pads exist.

So that each detector array is sensitive to both Stokes Q and U polarization parameters, the orientation of an OMT is rotated by 45° with respect to its neighbors in an alternating pattern. By installing the 150 GHz modules into the SPTpol focal plane rotated by 30° with respect to one another, we simultaneously measure Stokes Q and U with three sets of independent measurements. These independent measurements allow for more tests to search for systematics in the data.

In addition to two optically-coupled TES devices per pixel, five pixels on each array also have a third TES, which is not connected to the OMT and is therefore a “dark” device. These dark TESs provide diagnostic checks for each array and can be used to test for non-OMT coupling power. Including the dark devices, each array has a total of 173 detectors. There are also two normal resistors on each array, which can be used to determine the array temperature.

Each detector wafer is sandwiched between two ancillary silicon wafers that not only physically protect the detectors, but also help maximize in-band coupling, reduce out-of-band coupling, and minimize optical crosstalk. Figure 4 shows an expanded cross-sectional view of the complete detector array sandwich. The first ancillary wafer is a waveguide interface plate (WIP) located between the feedhorns and a detector array. The WIP contains 250 μm tall boss features that continue the circular waveguide from the end of the feedhorn to within 25 μm of the lower surface of the released pixel OMTs. The boss features neatly register within the back-etched cavities.
behind the OMTs and along with 1 mm wide slip fit alignment pins in the feedhorn array provide OMT-waveguide alignment to $\sim 25 \mu m$.

The second ancillary silicon wafer is a $\lambda/4$ backshort (BS) wafer, shown in Figure 5. Not only does the backshort wafer terminate the waveguides, but it also contains ECCOSORB$^\text{TM}$ filled moats positioned above each TES island. During detector development we found that prototype devices had a tendency to absorb high frequency out-of-band power coupling directly to the TES silicon nitride islands.$^{27}$ This was exacerbated by using on-chip $\lambda/4$ stub filters to define the bandpass so that no filtering was applied before light coupled through the feedhorns. By placing black material above or below the TES islands, however, the amount of out-of-band power picked up by the devices reduced by factors of 2-3. SPTpol pixels use low-pass filters in front of the feedhorns to define the band, which removes high frequency out-of-band light. We nevertheless installed the ECCOSORB moats to absorb any stray non-OMT coupling light that may regardless find its way to our detectors.

Additionally, the BS wafer rests on top of the detector wafer in the sandwich. To not crush the detectors, it is stood off from the detector array by 25 $\mu m$ tall silicon dots scattered across the BS wafer. This creates a 25 $\mu m$ gap between the pixel OMTs and the backshort cavities, which allows light to leak out of the waveguide and couple to the TES’s directly instead of through the OMT and microstrip. To reduce this potential source of optical crosstalk, the backshort cavities are surrounded by 25 $\mu m$ tall silicon fences to close as much of the gaps as possible. The only remaining gaps allow the microstrip underneath to leave the cavity and continue to the devices themselves. Figure 5 contains an illustration of the moat geometry and OMT fencing with respect to the pixel layout.
2.3 Mounting Hardware

While the feedhorn and detector sandwich arrays are both made of silicon, the rest of the focal plane and modules are comprised of copper and aluminum. Since these metals contract \( \sim 20 \) times more than silicon when cooling from 300 to 4 K, we need a mounting scenario that prevents fracturing the detector arrays, the feedhorns, or both. We use six flexible T-shaped tabs made of invar mounted to the six corners of the feedhorn array, shown in Figure 6. As the copper mounting components in the module shrink with respect to the silicon upon cooling, the tabs flex to absorb the size difference. Invar has a linear coefficient of thermal expansion that is only twice that of silicon, a negligible difference over the size scales in question resulting in differential contraction between the invar and silicon of \(< 4 \mu m\).

The tabs are permanently adhered to a silicon feedhorn array using a thin layer of stycast 2850 on the corner walls of the array. Alignment features in both the feedhorn array and the tabs ensure the tabs are installed in the proper position. Prototype tests using copper tabs revealed that differential contraction between copper and silicon produced enough stress in the stycast epoxy to weaken the glue joint, which caused the tabs to fall off upon multiple thermal cycles. We optimized the shape of the invar tabs to reduce stress on the epoxy joint, making the flexible portion 7.4 mm long. While the tab is 0.5 mm thick, the flexible portion of each tab is thinned to 0.4 mm to direct the point of highest stress in the tab away from the epoxy joint. Additionally, the mounting hardware to which the tabs attach is oversized at 300 K. Upon cooling to 4 K, the distance between
two opposite tab mounting points equals the width of the feedhorn array, so that at operating temperatures where the epoxy is most brittle there is zero flexing in the tabs and negligible stress to the epoxy joints.

While this invar/epoxy configuration proved robust to multiple thermal cycles, the invar-silicon joint must remain intact to ensure pointing and beam properties are consistent throughout an observing season. For additional security, #2-56 threaded invar posts were epoxied into through holes in each of the six corners of the feedhorn arrays, again using stycast as the epoxy. A mounting tab protruding from the invar tabs slips over these threaded mounting posts, is epoxied into place, and a nut screwed onto the post provides vertical pressure. With the added nut-and-bolt mounting, we ensure that even in the unlikely event that one of the lateral epoxy joints fail, the tab is still securely in place. The tabs can be seen installed on a feedhorn array in Figure 6.

The invar tabs attach to a star-shaped copper mounting ring, shown in Figure 7. The ring serves multiple functions in the module. First, it acts as the point to which the invar tabs, and therefore the feedhorn array, can mount. The mounting ring shape is designed to provide tool access, both for assembling various components of the module as well as for wire bonding the detector arrays to flexible readout cables (see Section 2.5). Each of the six sides of the mounting ring has #0-80 tapped mounting holes, which are used to screw down strain relief bars for the readout cables as well as to hold beryllium copper clips that vertically constrain the detector wafer sandwich. Second, the mounting ring functions as a heat strap between the silicon feedhorns and detectors and the focal plane millikelvin plate. The thermal conductivity of invar is three orders of magnitude lower than copper below 1 K, so the invar tabs play an insignificant role in cooling the silicon. Instead, cooling is achieved through the beryllium copper vertical clamps, as well as the RF skirts (see Section 2.4) that mount to a copper interface plate which itself attaches to the mounting ring. This interface plate, also shown in Figure 7, provides a location for more structure mounting. In addition to the RF shields, the readout board sub-assembly attaches here. The interface plate is also the surface that bolts directly to the focal plane millikelvin plate.

Figure 7. (Left) Mounting ring with beryllium copper clamps installed in a module. The invar tabs screw into the six feet in the ring, while four flexible cables are clamped down to the outer walls of the ring. The beryllium copper clamps supply vertical pressure to the detector wafer stack. (Right) The interface plate installed on top of the mounting ring with its many mounting holes. The flexible readout cables snake underneath the plate and come out the center of the module.

2.4 RF Shielding

RF light can couple directly to our readout electronics, acting as a source of extra noise in our system. As an independent camera, each module must be RF-tight when installed in the focal plane, only allowing light to enter the module through the feedhorns, before which capacitive metal mesh low-pass filters define the upper edge of our observing band and the high-pass filter of the feedhorn waveguide defines the lower edge of the band. Having long flexible tabs between the silicon feedhorns and metal mounting hardware leaves the sides of the module completely open. To close these large gaps, thin copper skirts shown in Figure 8 attach to the sides of the interface plate and come down the length of the module, to roughly a half inch from the top of the silicon feedhorn array.
These RF skirts also act as a mechanical shield for the delicate wire bonds on the detector wafers, only a few millimeters away from the edge of the feedhorn array. Aluminum tape seals the small gaps left between the skirts, adhering to the sides of the feedhorn array. Figure 8 shows a complete module assembly, with RF skirts installed and aluminum tape applied. Since the feedhorns are metal-plated, there is a contiguous conducting surface all the way from the feedhorn apertures to the focal plane millikelvin plate when the module is installed ensuring light can only enter the system through the feedhorns.

As mentioned previously, the RF skirts also cool the silicon feedhorn and detector arrays. The interface plate to which the skirts attach is the same width as the silicon arrays at 300 K. As the module cools, the interface plate shrinks with respect to the silicon array. The differential contraction squeezes the RF skirts tighter against the walls of the feedhorn array, which provides pressure points through which to cool the silicon. Too much pressure on the silicon from the skirts could chip or crack it, however. To avoid this outcome, the RF skirts have a horizontal band across them that has been thinned to act as a flexure point, reducing the total pressure on the feedhorn array while allowing the skirts to supply enough pressure to effectively cool the silicon.

Figure 8. (Left) Image of RF skirts, showing flexure portion. (Right) Skirts installed with final RF tape applied as the module is prepared for shipment to the South Pole.

### 2.5 Passive Readout Electronics

To reduce loading on the millikelvin stage, the detectors are read out with a digital frequency-domain multiplexing (DfMux) readout system. In a frequency-domain system, each detector is placed in series with an inductor $L$ and capacitor $C$ making an $RLC$ resonance circuit. We AC bias many detectors simultaneously with a “comb” of bias frequencies sent along a single pair of wires. Given the $L$ and $C$ in series with a detector, each detector only sees the bias tone to which its resonance circuit is tuned. The signals are then sent to a series array of 100 superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) followed by a low-noise amplifier cooled to 4 K, which together amplify the detector signals. The SPTpol DfMux system uses a multiplexing factor of 12x, so 12 detectors (6 pixels) are biased with one set of wires and one SQUID series array.

While the SQUID arrays are cooled to 4 K, the passive $LC$ resonance circuits reside with the detector arrays and are therefore cooled to $\sim 480$ mK. Printed circuit boards containing inductors and capacitors that define the resonance frequency of each detector (LC boards) are connected via aluminum supports to the 150 GHz modules. Each board has 12 photolithographed chips of eight $22 \mu$H inductors fabricated at NIST-Boulder, as well as capacitors stacked to achieve the requisite capacitance. Therefore, each board can define the resonance frequencies for up to 96 different detectors. In practice, only 90 channels on each of two LC boards are needed to define the resonance channels for all the detectors in a single 150 GHz module.

To protect the delicate inductor chips and wire bonds connecting them to the circuit boards, thin aluminum shields are placed over the LC boards. Since the fiberglass body of the circuit board is black at infrared wavelengths, the aluminum shields also reduce the surface area of the boards that could otherwise terminate warm stray light in the experiment cryostat, reducing the parasitic heat load on the millikelvin refrigerator.

The LC boards are physically displaced from the detector arrays by several inches in each module. To bridge the gap, we use the flexible circuit cables mentioned previously. The cables contain 90 copper traces printed on a polyimide substrate, which are $47 \mu$m wide and have $94 \mu$m center-center pitch. The traces are tinned to
be superconducting to reduce parasitic resistance in the $RLC$ circuits. A final polyimide overlay layer protects the traces and reduces the chance of electrical shorts between the cables and module hardware. The cables are rubber cemented into position and strain-relieved with clamping bars. One end of the cable has a series of bare copper bond pads. We wire bond from the detector array bond pads to the flexible cable pads using 1 mil thick aluminum bonding wire. The other end of the flexible cable has 90 zero insertion force (ZIF) contacts. This end of the cable is then easily attached to an LC board by plugging into a ZIF connector on the board. Two cables plug into each LC board, which are populated on both the front and back sides.

### 3. DARK PROPERTIES

Several detector properties can be obtained by measuring the current through a device as a function of applied voltage bias (an $IV$ curve). Please refer to the cited references for examples of this measurement technique. Lab observations of device $IV$ curves provided measurements of dark properties for five of the seven deployed detector arrays. We also fitted the width and height of detector $RLC$ resonance peaks above and below device superconducting transitions to obtain normal resistances $R_N$ and parasitic resistances in series with detectors, respectively. There are systematics at the level of 10-20% for these resonance fits due to calibration uncertainties in the lab, however devices observing the sky can be well calibrated to a celestial source. Table 1 contains a summary of the results for each wafer. Means and standard deviations are provided, as well as the number of detectors measured. Normal resistances and measured saturation powers are corrected for in-series parasitic resistance, and only devices with both $RLC$ resonance fits and $IV$ curve measurements are included. Four of the wafers show good uniformity in superconducting critical temperature $T_c$, normal resistance, and saturation power $P_{sat}$. Wafer D4, however, does have a clear bimodal distribution of devices, split into “Low” and “High” columns based on whether devices have saturation powers above or below 25 pW. Disregarding the “High” outlier.
distribution in wafer D4, the average dark properties across the five lab-tested arrays are \( T_c = 468.9 \pm 12.4 \text{ mK} \), \( R_N = 1.2 \pm 0.2 \Omega \), and \( P_{sat} = 20.6 \pm 2.9 \text{ pW} \). Including all measured devices on the five arrays the averages are \( T_c = 478.0 \pm 28.6 \text{ mK} \), \( R_N = 1.2 \pm 0.2 \Omega \), and \( P_{sat} = 22.5 \pm 5.7 \text{ pW} \).

During detector development, early device designs exhibited high values for \( \alpha = d \log R / d \log T \), a dimensionless ratio that quantifies the sharpness of a device’s superconducting transition. Higher values for \( \alpha \) means a device is more sensitive to changes in temperature, (the loop gain of the device is proportional to \( \alpha \) in the device transition), but also means the device can become unstable when biased too deep in the transition. Indeed, our early devices were going unstable at operating bias points of \( \sim 0.8 R_N \), near typical operating points for our 150 GHz detectors.\(^\text{13}^\) We tested several TES geometries to find an appropriate transition shape and deposited a non-superconducting metal, palladium gold (“bling”), around each TES to increase the detectors’ time constants. We found that having a solid bar for the TES and extending the bling over the edge of the microstrip leads heading to the TES and into the TES region itself lowered \( \alpha \) sufficiently while keeping 150 GHz detector loop gains in transition at an acceptable level. A companion paper in these proceedings\(^\text{13}^\) discusses SPTpol 90 GHz pixel development and provides further detail about how the TES geometry affects \( \alpha \).

### 4. OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Before integration into 150 GHz modules, we measured the return loss and insertion loss for each silicon feedhorn array at 300 K. Representative results for one feedhorn array are provided in Figure 10, where measurements for six separate horns are overplotted. All horn arrays show return loss of \(< -20 \text{ dB} \) at 300 K except for the frequency range 133-138 GHz. The dashed line in the return loss plot represents the expectation for the feedhorn profile only, not including the square to circular waveguide section, which is known to have a return loss of \( \sim -20 \text{ dB} \). The insertion loss at 300 K is in the middle plot of Figure 10 and is \( \sim -0.2 \text{ dB} \) \( \pm 5\% \) on average.

### Table 1. Summary of in-lab detector dark tests for five of the seven deployed detector wafers. Wafer D4 has a clear bimodal distribution in device properties and has been split into “D4 Low” and “D4 High.” Means and standard deviations are given as well as the number of devices tested for each wafer and property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wafer</th>
<th>( T_c ) (mK)</th>
<th>( R_N ) (Ω)</th>
<th>( P_{sat} ) (pW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>476.8 ± 2.0</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>20.9 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>463.3 ± 7.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>19.6 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>467.1 ± 3.2</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>21.4 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>467.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>21.0 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4 Low</td>
<td>478.2 ± 34.0</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>19.9 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4 High</td>
<td>538.9 ± 32.3</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>34.9 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average (No D4 High) \( T_c = 468.9 ± 12.4 \text{ mK} \), \( R_N = 1.2 ± 0.2 \Omega \), \( P_{sat} = 20.6 ± 2.9 \text{ pW} \).

Average (With D4 High) \( T_c = 478.0 ± 28.6 \text{ mK} \), \( R_N = 1.2 ± 0.2 \Omega \), \( P_{sat} = 22.5 ± 5.7 \text{ pW} \).

Figure 10. (Left) Return loss for six horns in one SPTpol feedhorn array. Dashed line is the expectation for the feedhorn profile only. (Middle) 300 K insertion loss measurements of the same horns. (Right) Beam profile at 150 GHz for one representative horn. Dots are measurements while solid lines are expectations from simulations.
Figure 11. (Left) Measurements of the electrothermal time constant of one representative detector at several points in its superconducting transition. Devices exhibit time constants < 1 ms at nominal operation points. (Right) Power spectral densities (PSDs) for three devices in the same 150 GHz pixel. “X” and “Y” are optically loaded while the “Dark” device is not coupled to the sky. All three device PSDs have white noise levels consistent with expectations. The PSD of the differenced timestreams of the optically loaded devices shows a much reduced 1/f knee.

Figure 10 (Right) shows pre-deployment 150 GHz VNA measurements of one representative feedhorn. Dots are measurements of the H-plane, E-plane, and cross-polarization, while solid lines are expectations from simulations. The beam power drops below -20 dB at ∼±40° from the beam center, and cross-polarization power is below -25 dB. Measured beams of the detectors as deployed on the telescope also appear nominal, with an average full width half maximum (FWHM) of 1.06 arcminutes and beam eccentricity of e = 0.04 for the 150 GHz pixels.

Optical efficiency measurements were taken for a small subset of detectors prior to SPTpol deployment. Using a set of metal mesh capacitive low-pass filters to define the upper edge of our bandpass, we illuminate the detectors with radiation from a cold load set to several temperatures between 4 and 30 K. The measured difference in power compared to the expected in-band power gives the detector plus feedhorn optical efficiency. These measurements indicated detector optical efficiencies of ∼90%.

We measured the electrothermal time constants of many devices in the lab at various points in their superconducting transition. We apply an AC voltage bias of frequency ω to a detector just as we would in standard operation, but also apply additional voltage bias at a second bias tone ω + δω, which amplitude-modulates the detector response. The output current amplitude at the negative sideband at ω − δω (where no external voltage is applied) is a pure measurement of the electrothermal response of the device. We plot the response as a function of δω and fit a single pole to the data, which gives us the time constant of the device. A representative plot of electrothermal time constant measurements is shown in Figure 11 (Left). These measurements are taken several times when the device is biased at different points in its transition. Across the arrays the electrothermal time constants are generally < 1 ms while in the superconducting transition.

We have also measured detector noise between field observations while on the telescope. Figure 11 (Right) shows the noise for three detectors in a single representative 150 GHz pixel. Detectors “X” and “Y” are optically coupled and looking at the sky, while the “Dark” detector is not optically active. Given in-lab calibration factors with systematics at the 10 - 20% level, the white noise levels of all the devices are consistent with expectations, 47 aW/√Hz with no optical loading and 76 aW/√Hz with nominal optical load. Additionally, differencing optically loaded detector timestreams removes correlated long time scale atmospheric fluctuations. As a result, the power spectral density of the differenced timestreams shows a significant reduction in the 1/f knee, increasing the frequency range that can be used for extracting relevant science.

5. CONCLUSIONS

SPTpol is a dichroic polarization-sensitive receiver recently deployed at the South Pole observing at 90 and 150 GHz. We have discussed the design and properties of seven independent 150 GHz camera modules produced for
the SPTpol focal plane. The modules each contain an 84-pixel detector array (168 optical detectors) and a platelet array of single-moded corrugated feedhorns. Mounting hardware absorbs differences in thermal contraction between module components to protect the silicon detector and feedhorn arrays from shattering. The modules are sealed to RF radiation and contain a set of individual passive readout electronics. Each module, therefore, is a self-contained camera that is easily tested and installed independently.

We measured detector properties of devices in five of the seven deployed arrays. The arrays exhibit good uniformity in detector critical temperature $T_c$, normal resistance $R_N$, and saturation power $P_{sat}$, and the averages for all of these values across all tested devices are $T_c = 478.0 \pm 28.6 \text{ mK}$, $R_N = 1.2 \pm 0.2 \Omega$, and $P_{sat} = 22.5 \pm 5.7 \text{ pW}$. Furthermore, the detectors have white noise levels consistent with expectations. We also obtained optical efficiencies for a small subset of 150 GHz devices, indicating $\sim 90\%$ detector efficiency given an assumed operating bandpass. Detector electrothermal time constants are less than 1 ms at typical operation points, and preliminary beam measurements show a FWHM of 1.06 arcminutes and eccentricity $e = 0.04$.
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